Supply Chain Management
Sales Forecasting

Integrated Supply Chain Management for your accounting system.
Anytime Supply Chain helps you identify what to buy or what to
make based on sales order or forecasted demands, safety stock

Distribution DRP Planning
Manufacturing MRP Planning

levels, on-hand inventory, and pending inventory and
manufacturing transactions. Gain insight into your supply chain to
avoid stock-outs, improve on-time delivery, and maximize your
production resources.

www.anytimesupplychain.com

Supply Chain Management
“e2b consultants are very helpful and they are exactly what we were looking for in a
technology partner – especially given their deep manufacturing knowledge and success
working with larger, complex implementations like ours. They understand the software,
they take the time to understand our business, and everything is working wonderfully. It
was a very good experience from start to finish.”
Apryll LaHaye, Controller
American Electric Technologies

ERP Integration

eCommerce

Anytime Supply Chain integrates with leading accounting
systems including Intacct financials, Intuit QuickBooks, and
Sage 500 ERP providing a true, cloud-based system to
manage your simple or complex supply chain for
distributors or manufacturers. Items, stock status, sales
orders, and purchase order information from the
accounting system are combined with Anytime Supply
Chain sales forecasts to drive distribution requirements
planning (DRP).

Anytime Commerce extends your order entry capabilities
for online sales orders. It is designed specifically for the
complex needs of business to business (B2B) ecommerce
where existing customers log-in to access customer specific
pricing; to review previous purchase transactions and
invoices; or for remote sales reps, brokers, dealers, and
other agents to process orders online for their respective
accounts. Business to consumer (B2C) orders are also
supported.

Anytime Supply Chain Distribution

Anytime Supply Chain Manufacturing (Future)

Sales Forecasting

Bill of Materials

Manage sales forecasts by grouping products into different
forecast product groups. Forecast daily, weekly, quarterly,
or yearly and smooth demand to different period sizes for
planning. Maintain forecasts in Anytime Supply Chain or
import them from Excel spreadsheets.

Design bills of materials using your inventory items and
define routings for the parts you manufacture. BOM
information is used to drive Material Requirements
Planning (MRP) with exception messages alerting your
planners what to make, how much to make, and when to
make it based on raw material lead times and
manufacturing cycle times.

MRP/DRP Requirements Planning
Use inventory, sales order, and purchase order information
from your accounting system with sales forecasts and work
orders from Anytime Supply Chain to empower your
planners with the information they need to manage your
supply chain. Distribution Requirements Planning (DRP)
helps distributors to determine what to buy, when to buy,
and how much to buy based on current supply and
demand. Material Requirements Planning (MRP) extends
DRP for manufacturers who need to know what to make,
when to make it, and how much to make.

Production Entry
Record finished good manufacturing results alleviating
inventory of purchased raw materials with finished goods
quantities created in your accounting system to fulfill
orders or for required production demands. Cost
accounting transactions are provided for a clear picture of
your operations in your general ledger.

www.anytimesupplychain.com
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